Academic journals provide a wealth of information regarding law and law-related issues, as well as in-depth analyses of important legal decisions. Unlike other online databases, HeinOnline's Law Journal Library is comprehensive, beginning with the first issue ever published of more than 2,500 law and law-related periodicals. With more than 33 million pages of articles, comments, notes, book reviews, cases, decisions, and legislation, HeinOnline's Law Journal Library will bridge your gap in legal history!

The Law Journal Library contains legal periodicals covering more than 90 subject areas which are published in twenty-nine different countries, as well as all fifty U.S. states and the District of Columbia. One of the most advantageous features of HeinOnline is that it is an image-based database, which means it provides exact page images as they originally appear in hardcopy. Therefore, all charts, graphs, photographs and footnotes appear where they belong!

With a variety of searching options and the integration of Hein's ScholarCheck, this library is a welcome addition in any academic setting!
Searching Options to Quickly Find Documents

**Keyword Search Builder:** Enter keywords into one or more boxes and use the boost levels to give more weight to the most important terms in the query.

- Various Meta-data Fields to Search: Search across the full text by title, author, description, state, country, or date.
- Search by Date & Choose Sort-by Method: Narrow to a range of years and sort results by various parameters.
- Boolean Operators: Use boolean operators to connect search terms (AND, OR, NOT).
- Search by Subject: Narrow your search to one or more subject areas.
- Search by Title: Narrow to one or more titles.
- Search Specific Section Types: Select to search articles, comments, notes, reviews, legislation, cases, decisions, etc.
- Include External Articles: Includes links to law review articles that do not reside inside the HeinOnline database.
- Include Results from Other HeinOnline Collections: Search across journals from other HeinOnline libraries within the Law Journal Library.

Access a Document Using the Bluebook Citation

Simply insert the volume, blue book abbreviation and page number, or copy and past a cite from another source. Not sure if the blue book abbreviation is accurate? Use the “Find a Blue Book Citation” option and we’ll provide the blue book citation for you after you select the title.

**NEW!** Quickly cite title thanks to new citation feature!

To access other citations for the title you are looking at, simply click “cite” next to the Table of Contents at the top of the page.
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Hein’s ScholarCheck

Hein’s ScholarCheck is a series of tools and features in the Law Journal Library and throughout HeinOnline that allow you to view journal articles that have a heavy influence on the subject you are researching. To determine where ScholarCheck tools and features can be used, look for the ScholarCheck icon 🔄.

ScholarCheck features:
- Link to case law powered by Fastcase (only available to HeinOnline Core subscribers)
- Link to articles that cite document being viewed
- Link to documents cited by article including US Code, Federal Register, Code of Federal Regulations and Statutes at Large
- Link to external links cited
- Choose to view search results based on number of times cited
- Much more!

Indexing of “Not Currently Available” in HeinOnline

HeinOnline indexes the recent issues of 230 journals, whose recent content is not currently available in the Law Journal Library. By indexing this content, it allows you to search and browse the title, author and abstract information for articles within the volumes that are not yet available in full text within HeinOnline.

For those results in which we do not currently have the full-text available, we will highlight the box with a light red shade and indicate “Full Text Not Currently Available”.

When you click on the name of the article from the search result, we will provide you with the publisher’s information, including a direct link to the publisher’s website, and indicate the coverage of the title in HeinOnline. You can also set up ISSN/ISBN or OpenURL linking through our Branding Program (learn more here: http://home.heinonline.org/branding/) which will give you the ability to find the article or journal within another source in your library other than HeinOnline.
Have you heard about the HeinOnline Hat Trick?

Locate the most relevant & accurate titles for your research

When viewing search results in the Law Journal Library, you will see the number of times the articles has been cited by other articles in the Law Journal Library, the number of cases* citing that article, and the number of times the article has been accessed over the past 12 months in HeinOnline. HeinOnline contains the historical articles that are heavily cited by court cases not available in any other databases. This analysis of the entire history of law reviews ensures you are reading and accessing the most relevant and accurate articles determined by scholars, courts, and the legal community.

*To access the number of cases citing an article, you must have Fastcase Premium or HeinOnline/Fastcase Synchronization. Learn more at home.heinonline.org/content/Fastcase.

For more information about this collection, including pricing, please contact your sales representative, or Marketing at marketing@wshein.com or 800-828-7571.